MIND CIRCUITS OF THE MASTER UNIVERSE
THE MIND CIRCUITS

OUTER SPACE ZONES

NEW
I AM

MIDSPACE

SUZ - Superuniverse Zone
OSZ - Outer Space Zones
- Galaxies
- Quatrain Galaxies
- Absolutum Galaxies

CIRCUIT (C) 1
Superuniverse circuit (light blue) - Supreme circuit.
CIRCUITS (C) 2 - 3 - 4 - 5
Outer Space Zones 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 circuits (purple) - Absonite circuits.
To penetrate beyond circuit 5 requires Havona credentials.

Truth Beauty and Goodness

"To finite creatures of the grand universe the concept of the
master universe seems to be well-nigh infinite, but doubtless
the absonite architects thereof perceive its relatedness to
future and unimagined developments within the unending I
AM. Even space itself is but an ultimate condition, a
condition of qualification within the relative absoluteness of
the quiet zones of midspace." - Source: Urantia Book 106:7.7

Premolition Circuit

Everything outside is the Father-I AM

THE PRE-THOUGHT SPHERE

CIRCUIT 6
Circuit 6 (blue) the first level of the Trinity of Trinities = 3
Trinity Ultimate + Trinity Absolute + Paradise Trinity which connects
directly to the Paradise Trinity that lies just beyond the 33 levels of the
Havona Extension.

The Pre-Thought Sphere contains undifferentiated Infinity
prior to Premotion. Premotion then differentiates Infinity into
the slices that make up the Paradise patterns.

The Premolition
Doorway (green)

THE FATHER I AM
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The Father-I AM provides containment of the MU until the
Second Level of the Trinity of Trinities (Gods the Supreme,
Ultimate and Absolute) and the Third Level (7 Absolutes)
unify resulting in the emergence of the Father-Infinite. The
Father-I AM is responsible for all the PREs as in Pre-Will,
Pre-Thought and Pre-Action.
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THE CIRCLE OF ETERNITY
The Circle of Eternity (red) the second level of the Trinity of Trinities,
Father-Infinite = 1, God the Supreme + God the Ultimate + God the
Absolute unifying simultaneously with or just prior to the unification of
the 7 Absolutes: Universal Father, Eternal Son, Infinite Spirit, Isle of
Paradise, Deity Absolute, Universal Absolute and Unqualified Absolute
that connects to the Premolition Doorway where it sits directly above
the 3 Sources and Center. Inside the doorway is the number 1 and at
Master Universe (MU) maturity the Father-Infinite wraps around the
entire MU like an eggshell (Circle of Infinity) which can continue
expanding infinitely outward.

UNPERVADED SPACE
MIDSPACE
Quiescent midspace zones
completely encapsulate both
the unpervaded space reservoirs
and the entire horizontal
extension of pervaded space.

PRE-THOUGHT SPHERE
Everything inside is the Father-Infinite

THE FATHER INFINITE

The Circle of Eternity is built experience after experience in Age after
Age. This is experiential PROCESS within the evolving MU.
THE CIRCLE OF INFINITY
The Circle of Infinity (white) is existential and is populated by the Third
Level of the Trinity of Trinities which includes the 7 Absolutes. This is
existential PATTERN resident on Paradise. The Circle of Infinity and the
Circle of Eternity become ONE upon the unification of the Second and
Third Levels of the Trinity of Trinities resulting in the actualization of the
Father-Infinite who is fully experiencible.
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PERVADED SPACE

Existential (original-first) PATTERN is then fully defined by Experiential
PROCESS.
The Age(s) of the Infinite are launched with an infinite number of
(subsequent) PATTERNS. This is also the point where the confluence
of the experiential Circle of Eternity and the existential Circle of Infinity
occurs and is the REACTIVE inflection point where tension between
Static and Dynamic Infinity is resolved.
Static Infinity exists within the changeless nature of the 7 Absolutes
that populate the Circle of Infinity.

UNPERVADED SPACE

Dynamic Infinity exists within the Circle of Eternity because the
experiential Gods (Supreme, Ultimate and Absolute) are subject to the
dynamism of freewill.

THE FUNCTONAL ABSOLUTES
Your personality, will someday (beyond the emergence of
God the Absolute) become finalized as part of the Father in
the Father I-AM. That future identity will exist once you are
free from the fetters of this MU training experience within the
realm of the Father-Infinite defined by the Circle of Infinity
that will envelop this MU. Once outside, you will be in the
realm of Pre-Will and Pre-Thought of the Father-I AM where
you will become self-identified with your Pre-Personal
identity as part of a Functional Absolute destined to partake
in a new MU building adventure in the Infinity of Infinities. It
is only then that you will have earned your stripes and
achieved true and unqualified self-identity.
THE NEW I AMs

Reactive Infinity asserts itself from the confluence of the Circles to
ensure the original First Thought actualizes in accordance with the
Grand Purposes. Reactive Infinity is when Static Infinity REACTS to a
tension with Dynamic Infinity once it strays off course and then forces a
course correction to ensure a successful ending. This is why the Deity
Absolute, Universal Absolute and God the Ultimate participate in the
Metatron Deity collective alongside God the Sevenfold.
Look at it this way: The first chapter and the last chapter are already
written as God knows the End from the Beginning. That's Static Infinity
because it won't change. The freelance writers (Supreme Creators)
write the next chapters to start connecting the Beginning to End
according to the plan, but are writing with characters (finite-mortals) that
do as they see fit (freewill). That's Dynamic Infinity because it's
unpredictable and constantly changing. The Editor (Metatron) steps in
to stop the freelance writers from writing chapters that won't connect to
the last chapter. That's Reactive Infinity. The Deity Absolute and
Universal Absolute sit near the End and feel the full tension of a
Dynamic Infinity that's running off course. God the Ultimate can see
when the current story-line won't blend into his proposed draft chapters
toward the latter part of the book. They all work together to ensure the
story has a happy ending!

OSZ 4

The Havona
Extension
into 33
Absolute levels

The Father-Infinite is the portion of the Father-I AM matured
to the completion of the Secondary Purpose within the
mature MU. The Primary Purpose is the First Thought of the
Universal Father that resulted in the Eternal Son and
Paradise. The Secondary Purpose is the unification of all 3
Levels of the Trinity of Trinities and the emergence of the
Father-Infinite concomitant with the creation of the first
Subsequent Thought. Subsequent Thoughts include both
Functional Absolutes and new Paradise Patterns forming a
baby I AM which is ejected from the MU and then launched
by the Father-I AM who resides in the Infinitude.

INFINITE COSMIC AND SUPREME MINDS
On Paradise, mind is absolute; in Havona, absonite; in Orvonton, finite.
Source: Urantia Book 42:10.7

The Infinite Spirit is INFINITE Mind.
The Master Spirits are COSMIC Mind.
The Supreme Being is SUPREME Mind.
Majeston sits as the coordinator between
Cosmic Mind and Supreme Mind.
"The mind forces are convergent in the
Infinite Spirit; the differential and divergent
cosmic mind in the Seven Master Spirits;
the factualizing mind of the Supreme as a
time-space experience in Majeston."
Source: Urantia Book 0.3.14.2

Cosmic Mind is existential PATTERN.
Supreme Mind is experiential PROCESS.
The "First Level of Coherence" between
Cosmic Mind and Supreme Mind consists
of a logical connection or consistency
between the actualized living experience
on an evolutionary sphere in the time-space
creation and the existential pattern within
the cosmic mind where an integration of
diverse elements, relationships and values
is factualized into coherent operation.

The Functional Absolutes will depart from Paradise Center
and be mated to their Paradise Patterns to form a new I AM
as they transit Unpervaded Space and then they will be
birthed out the doorway. The Father-I AM will then place the
new I AM in the proper place and will initiate the Subsequent
Thought / Cause. The new I AMs will be twofold. First, they
will be comprised of Functional Absolutes where entire MU
administrations will be trained within this MU by the FatherInfinite for service in the new MU building adventures. These
Functional Absolutes will become ONE yet they will be made
up of MANY personalities. The second aspect will be new
Paradise Patterns which are sliced from the original PreThought (Premolition) / Pre-Action (Premotion) spherical
master pattern of the Father-I AM and there exist infinite
patterns within the original infinite pattern. The Functional
Absolutes (MU Administrations unified into ONE being)
created and perfected by the Father-Infinite will be combined
with the new Paradise Patterns of the Father-I AM forming a
new I AM. This new I AM will be a Subsequent Thought or
Cause because the original Uncaused-Cause is the First
Thought / Cause of this master pattern MU. This new
Subsequent Thought / Cause will then be launched by the
Father-I AM in the Infinitude as He is the Pre-Cause initiator
of all Subsequent Thoughts / Causes.
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